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Library Newsletter

Developing an eBook Strategy
at Macalester
The number of ebooks being published is growing along with
demand for them. For users, the ability to download many ebooks
onto a single device provides opportunities for improved portability,
accessibility, and opportunities to interact with the text in unique
ways. For libraries, ebooks save shelf space and provide
advantages such as publisher-driven updates to content.
However, along with these advantages come new challenges and
restrictions put in place by license agreements, technological
roadblocks, and market forces. For example, the ability to download
content might be severely restricted, publishers might delete content
or entire books at will, libraries might be required to continually
“buy” the book as usage increases. As a result of these benefits
and challenges, the library is seeking a path for adding ebooks to
our collection in a way that responsibly serves both our current and
future users.
The library recently developed a document advocating for standards
that publishers of ebooks must meet before we would invest
significantly in ebook collections. Some examples of the rights that
we are advocating for include: the ability to share entire ebooks with
other libraries, assurance of patron privacy, the ability to control
circulation parameters (loan periods, renewal policies, etc.), and no
limits on the number of times an ebook can be accessed over time.
Two of our staff, Katy Gabrio and Aaron Albertson, recently gave a
well-received presentation on our advocacy document at ARLD
Day, a conference for academic and research librarians run by the
Minnesota Library Association. We are pursuing other opportunities
to share information about our efforts with both the library
community and publishers.
For additional information about library efforts to negotiate with
ebook publishers on behalf of our user community, contact Katy
Gabrio (gabrio@macalester.edu) or Aaron Albertson
(albertson@macalester.edu).
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Number of U.S. libraries making
ebooks available climbed from
38.3% in 2007 to 84.9% in 2012.
SOURCE: American Library Assoc

We need your help! Join the
effort. As an author, you can
stand with libraries.
The American Library Association
has created an Authors for Library
Ebooks web page highlighting
ways in which authors can join the
effort advocating on behalf of
libraries

